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ABSTRACT 
We study in this paper the ring V(a)=GF(q)[x]/(a(r)), which also can be 
considered as a linear space over GF(q). In this context the multiplications are 
considered as linear mappings of V(a) into V(a). The ideals (invariant subspaces 
under multiplications) are used to formulate properties of subspaces of V(u). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let U(X) E GF( q)[x] be of degree g; then the residue class ring V(a) = 
GF(dbl/(+)) is also a g-dimensional vector space over GF(q). In this 
paper we are especially interested in the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of 
the multiplications (see Sec. 4) as well as in the so-called stabilizer of a given 
subspace of V(a) (the set of all multiplications which leave a given subspace 
invariant-see Sec. 6). 
The method we use is the following. Because every eigenvalue lies in the 
splitting field SGF(q) f ( ) o a x , we extend GF( q) to SGF(q). We then use the 
fact that an ideal in SV(a)= SGF(q)[x]/(a(x)) is an invariant subspace for 
every multiplication to construct the so-called ideal basis. With respect to 
that basis it is relatively easy to describe the action of multiplications; for 
example, using the ideal basis we define the notion of orthogonal&y (see Sec. 
3) in such a way that the orthogonal complement of an ideal is an ideal 
again. It turns out that some of the ideal basis vectors are eigenvectors of the 
multiplications. 
In the study of the structure of the stabilizer of a subspace of SV(a), we 
again make extensive use of the fact that the ideals are invariant under 
multiplications. In fact, we look for so-called admissible chains of ideals (see 
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Sec. 5). A sufficient number of ideals in such a chain has the property that 
we can choose out of each of these ideals one element such that these 
elements together form a basis for the subspace considered. Such a basis 
enables us to describe the stabilizer of the subspace inductively. In special 
cases we find a relatively simple description for the stabilizer (see Sec. 6). 
The ideal basis, and a basis for V(a) derived from the ideal basis, were 
used in [3] to discuss the structure of the group of units of V(a), and in [4] 
we used the stabilizer to study partial difference sets and generalize (among 
other results) the multiplier theorem of Gordon, Mills and Welch (see [I]). 
In this paper, a part of the author’s thesis [Z] is presented. The author 
wants to thank his adviser, Professor F. van der Blij, for his invaluable 
assistence and guidance. 
2. THE RING AND VECTOR SPACE V(a) 
2.1. Some Definitions 
We shall use in this paper the formulation of [9]. Moreover, a(x) is a 
fixed, monk element of degree g of GF(q)[x]. Let 
u(x) = Cl us(q! (2.1.1) 
where u,(x) is an irreducible and monk polynomial from GF( q)[x] of degree 
g* (s =12 , , . . . ,e). If LX(X) EGF(q)[x], let E be the residue class (called uecti) 
of a(x) mod a(r). In every residue class E we can choose a polynomial of 
degree less than g. Henceforth we shall denote this (unambiguously defined) 
polynomial of the residue class 5 by E(X). We denote by 0, E the residue 
classes of the polynomials 0 and 1, respectively. V(u) = GF(q)[x]/( u(x)) is a 
g-dimensional algebra over GF( q), and if E(x) = x, then { E, $,$ ‘, . . . , Eg- ‘} is a 
basis for V(u); we call this the natuml basis. The linear span of the sets 
A 1,. . . , A, and the vectors ‘Ye,. . . , CT, is denoted by A@,, . . . ,&,(Y~,. . . .if.J. 
2.2. Multiplicutions 
If EiE V(u) and A is a subset of V(u), then ZA has its usual meaning. Let 
T(E): V(u)+V(a) be defined by T(z)( B)=$?for all BE V(a); then T(Z) is a 
linear transformation in V(u), which is non-singular if and only if Z is a unit 
of V(u). It is convenient to have a symbol for a solution 4 of the 
equation @ij = E, with E, p E V(a). Such a solution is then denoted by CY : $. 
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2.3. Heals of V(a) 
V(a) is a princi 
If g c d (z(x)?p(x)r 
al ideal ring. We denote by (q the ideal generaEd by z. 
has degree m, then dim( q = g - m. Moreover, /I E (Z) if 
and only if /? (x) belongs to the ideal of GF(q)[x] generated by g c d 
(+L+)). 
Given a E V(a), the set of all generators of (Z) is denoted by (CT)*; for 
example, the group of units of V(a) is (i)‘. 
The following lemma is well known. 
LEMMA 2.3.1. 
(a) Let (~7) be an idempotent ideal; then there is exactly one element in 
V(a), denoted by a’, such that (i) {Zz}2=Zz and (ii) C’E(~)*. 
(b) Let (ii) be an idempotent ideal, Z”(x)=g c d (Z(x),a(x)), and A(x) be 
a solution of 
a(x) 
A(x)zaR(x) mod 7. 
a”(r) ’ 
then a’= zA : h (see Sec. 2.2). 
Let A be a subspace of V(a); then there is a uniquely determined ideal 
i(A) such that i(A) is contained in A and every ideal contained in A is 
contained in i(A). In the same way, there is a uniquely determined ideal 
I (A) with the property that Z(A) contains A and every ideal containing A 
contains I (A). We define A’ =An Z(A)*. 
2.4. The Splitting Space 
We shall denote the splitting field of a(x) by SGF(q), and the residue 
class ring SGF(q)[x]/(a(x)) by SV(a) [the splitting space of V(a)]; we shall 




be the canonical decomposition of a(x) in SGF(q)[x]. V(a) will be consid- 
ered as a subring of SV(a), although, of course, it is not a subspace of SV(a). 
However, because S GF( 4) and V(a) are linearly disjoint over GF((I), using 
[9], p. 109, we have 
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LEMMA 2.4.1. Let &,&. . ., &, be vectors of V(a) which are linearly 
independent over GF(q); then these vectors, consio!ered as vectors of W(a), 
are linearly independent over SGF(q). 
Given a subset A of W(a), let %(A)=An V(a). If A is an m-dimen- 
sional subspace of SV(a), then as a consequence of Lemma 2.4.1, ‘%(A) is an 
m,-dimensional subspace of V(a) with 0 < m, < m. If m, = m, then A is 
called a V(a)-space. A vector of SV(a) which belongs to V(a) is called a 
V(a)-vector. A subspace A of SV(a) is a V(u)-space if and only if A has a 
basis consisting of V(u)-vectors. If A is a subspace of V(a), then according to 
Lemma 2.4.1 there is a uniquely determined V(a)-space & (A) of SV( a) of 
the same dimension as A such that %(& (A)) = A. Clearly %(A)’ = ‘%(A*), 
and we define & (A’) = & (A)*. 
DEFINITION 2.4.2. The GaZd.s group nt (a) of SV( a) over V(a) is the 
group of automorphisms of SV(a) which leave every element of V(a) 
invariant. 
Because SV(a) has a basis consisting of V(u)-vectors, we have 
THEOREM 2.4.3. %(a) is isomorphic to the G&is group of a(x) over 
GF(q). Zf degreea, = g, (s = 1,2,. . . , e) [see (2.4.1)], then X(a) is cyclic of 
or&r 1 c m (gr,...,gJ. 
THEOREM 2.4.4. Zf A is a subspace of SV(a), then A is a V(a)-space if 
and only if A=A” for every ME%. 
Proof. The “only if’ part is evident. To prove the “if” part, consider an 
C~EA, and let @=,fi fi=1,2 ,..., N), where pi runs through 9R, (u). Then 
A(&,&..., zN) is a V(u)-space contained in A (it is easy to find a basis of 
V(u)-vectors; see [2]). If A(zr, . . . ,&,,)#A, -then there is a p EA\ 
A(&..., &,); proceed in the same way with p. Hence A is the sum of 
V(u)-spaces and therefore a V(u)-space itself. n 
COROLLARY 2.4.5. Let ZESV(a); then (ii) is a V(a)-space if and only 
if a generator of ($ belongs to V(a). 
COROLLARY 2.4.6. Zf A is a V(a)-space, then i(A) and Z(A) are V(a)- 
spaces. 
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2.5. Bases fm SV(a) and V(a) 
In (2.4.1), let the roots of a(x) be numbered in such a way that i, = 1 and 
4+1-l 
a,(r)= II (x-ais+u) (s=1,2 ,..., e). 
u=o 
If 
&(x)=a(x)(r- aJm* (i=l,2 ,..., h), 
then we denote the idempotent of ( &) by ?F”; moreover we define T/(x) = 
(x-a&Q) (i=O,l,..., mi - 1). The vectors T/ ( j =O,l,. . . ,m, - 1) form a 
basis for (Y/‘). And because SV(a(x)(x - ai)-m’) is isomorphic to (TF), we find 
that the vectors Y/ (i=O,l,..., m,; i=1,2 ,..., h) form a basis for SV(a)[the 
ideal basis of SV(a)]; compare with [9], p. 175. The ideal basis is very useful 
for the problems we consider here; for example, the following lemma is easy 
to prove. 
LEMMA 2.5.1. Zf VE SV(a) and fi=Ef=,2y=i%,!%j, then 
(i) Y is a unit if and only if v,(‘)#O (i = 1,2,. . . , h); 
(ii) V is a mjlpotent if ad only if v/O)=0 (i=1,2,...,h); 
(iii) given A(x) = lIf=i(~- aJ4 (0 < ti < mi), the vectors $, +>+I,. . . ,Yiq-’ 
(i = 1,2,. . . , h) fm a basis for (A). 
Let us now define, for s E { 1,2,. . . ,e}, the following V(a)-vectors: 
where 
g, = degreea,( x) 
t=o,1,...,g,-1 
i=O,l,..., n,-1. 
Then these vectors form a basis for the ideal [in V(a)] 
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Therefore the vectors Q (t=O,l,..., g,-1; j=O,l,..., n,-1; s=l,..., e) 
form a basis for V(a) [and for SV(a)], called the main basis for V(a) [and for 
SV(u)]. For example, if we want to describe the structure of the group of 
units of V(u), the main basis is very useful; see [2] or [3]. From Lemma 2.5.1 
we derive the following. 
THEOREM 2.5.2 (see also [5]). A(?,“, Y:, . . . ,T,“) is semi-simple. ff R(u) is 
the ideal of all nilpotent elements of V(a) (the radical of V(u)), then 
R(a)=(p) if j5(x)=II~=,a,(x). Moreouer, 
and 




then the function SV(a) X SV(a)+SGF(q) defined by 
is an inner product on SV(u) (see [7]). If Zs(.?)*, then ($,,(Yei+ = ( fl, 7) 
(and herein lies the particular usefulness of this inner product). Remark that 
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if SV( a) is semisimple, then ( pI 7) is the usual inner product with respect to 
the ideal basis, and conversely. 
DEFINITION 3.1. If F is a subset of SV(a), then 
is a subspace of SV(a), which we call the odwgonal complement of r. 
The orthogonal complement of a subspace A of SV(a) has the usual 
properties (see [7j). Moreover, if A is a subspace of SV(a) and c~(g)*, then 
(zA)‘=E- ‘Al. Using Lemma 2.5.1, we have 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf FESV(a), then (,i+=(6):($. 
COROLLARY 3.3, Let A be a subspace of SV(a); then i(A’)=Z(A)’ 
and Z(A*)=i(A)+ 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf A is a V(a)-space, then Al is a V(u)-space too. 
Proof, (G,p)=O for all ZEA and EEA*, and therefore (ap,p)=O 
for all ZL E %(a). Theorem 2.4.4 now yields the desired result. H 
4. THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS OF A 
MULTIPLICATION 
To avoid trivialities we suppose in this whole section that &E SV(u)\A(q. 
THEOREM 4.1. Zf CWE SV(a)\A(g, then X is an eigenvalue of T(c?) if and 
only if for some iE{1,2,...,h} we have X=E(ai). 
Proof. There is an eigenvalue A of T(G) [A in some extension field F of 
GF(dl ad a f&J EF[ 1 x such that z(x)f(z)-Af(x)= t(x)a(x), with t(x)E 
F [ x], 0 < degree f (x) < g. Therefore there is an q such that z(q) -A = 0. For 
iE{I,2,...,h}, ‘y(q) is an eigenvalue of T(G) because 
T(~)(?,‘“l-‘)=G(aj)~+. n 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let ?iE SV(a)\A(E). Let i E {1,2,. . . ,h} and kt 
,&=c-~(a& then 
(a) (?i”-‘) C( 6)’ <(F)); 
(b) ( 6)’ is the eigenspace of T(C) with respect to the eigenvalue Z( ai); 
(c) if g c d (~(~),a(x))=~I:=,(x--)i, then the geometric multiplicity 
of c(q) is IX’;=, it, and its algebraic multiplicity is 
5 E,m,; i 
1 if i,#O, 
t=1 “= 0 if i,=O. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are immediate. 
(c): The geometric multiplicity of G(ai) equals the dimension of ( pi) I, 
which is E:_ri,. Clearly the null space of {T(C)-~7(q)T(.?)}” is (@)’ for 
u=12 , ).... Let j,.=minimumitZoj,; then for 
mt, u> 7 -t-l=u, 
[ 1 It, 
we have (&“)* =( @+l)l, 
sion of ( &)’ 
and therefore (see [6], pp. 113-114) the dimen- 
is the algebraic multiplicity of ~(a~). Because 
g c d (@ (x),a(x))= & (x-‘~i)~*-~~~~, 
i=l 
the desired result follows. W 
LEMMA 4.3. 
(a) Zf SV( a) is semisimple and L is a linear transformation of SV(a) into 
W(a) with the property that fcrr every ideal (q of SV(a) we have L((z)) c 
(ii), then L is a multiplication. 
(b) Zf SV(a) has nilpotent elements other than 6, then there are non-tri- 
vial linear transfurmutions of SV (a) into SV(a), different from the multi- 
plications, which map every ideal into itself. 
Proof. 
(a) L has the eigenvectors Tie (i = 1,2,. . . , g). Suppose L( ~:i”, = A&“, and let 
;)be defined by E(q) = 4 (i = 1,2,. . . , g). Clearly L = T(C), and this proves 
a. 
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(b) Consider the following linear transformation L. The eigenvectors of L 
are the ideal basis vectors L(?F)= 7: (i= I,2,. . . ,h) and L($)=AT,! (i = 
I2 , ,..., h; j>O; A#l). Then L is non-trivial and, because E=CF=,?F, we 
have L(E) = E. This last remark proves that L is not a multiplication, although 
L((Z)) c(E) for every ideal (z). n 
5. THE LATTICE OF IDEALS IN V(a) [AND SV(a)] 
We shall also use the terminology of [8]. The modular lattice of all 
subspaces of V(a) [of SV( a )] contains as a sublattice the distributive lattice 
K(u) [SK(u)] of the ideals of V(u) [of SV(u)]. In this section we shall mostly 
study the relations between a subspace A of SV(u) and the ideals of SV(u). 
Most of the time we suppose that A is not an ideal and consequently 
i(A) <Z(A). (For ideals the properties we are going to study are trivially 
fulfilled.) Remark that if (c) E SK(u) is an ideal which is covered by an ideal 
(p) of SK(u), then dim(~)+l=dim(@. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let A be a subspace of SV(a); then an ideal (q of 
SV(u) is called a 
(a) A-admissible ideal (A-A ideal) if Z((a) n A) = (3; 
(b) A-nonadmissible ideal (A-NA ideal) if Z( (G) n A) < (4; 
(c) A-regular ideal (A-R ideal) if i((z) +A) = (6); 
(d) A-nonregular ideal (A-NR ideal) if i((c) + A) > (q. 
If ($ is a A-(non)regular, (non)admissible ideal, then we sometimes say 
that ($ is A-(N)R(N)A ideal. 
Clearly, for a subspace A and an ideal (CT) of SV( a), the ideal Z( (8) II A) is 
a A-A ideal and i((c) + A) a A-R ideal. Moreover, if ( fi) is a A-R ideal, then 
every ideal of SK(a) which covers ( fi) is a A-NA ideal, and if (7) is a A-A 
ideal, every ideal of SK(u) which is covered by (7) is A-NR (see [2]). 
Note that the notions of admissibility and regularity are dual concepts, 
and therefore we have 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf A is a subs-puce of SV(u) and (q E SK (a), then 
(a) (4 is A-R if and only if (ii) L is Al-A; 
(b) (3 is A-NR if and only if (C) J_ i.s Al-NA. 
THEOREM 5.3. Given a subspuce A of SV(u), an ideal (4 of SV(u) is a 
A-A ideal if and only if (E)*nA#QI. 
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Proof. The “if” part is evident. Now let (Z) be a A-A ideal, A’ = (ii) n A 
and dim A’ = m. Denote the number of elements in a set A by ]A]; then if 
]SGF((I)] = qi, we have ]A’] = 41”. 
](~T)*nAl>q;“-s&‘-l 
Let (~77 contain s maximal ideals; then 
[(q is a A-A ideal]. But now at least (6) is counted s 
times, and therefore ](q* n AI > 4;" - sq;1-l+ s - 1. Because the number of 
different linear factors of a(x) is at most qi, we have s < qi, and because 
qi > 2, we have j(C)* n A( >O. n 
THEOREM 5.4. Zf A i.s a subspace of W(a) and 
(a) (5) and ( @) are A-A ideals, then (E) + ( p) is a A-A ideal; 
(b) (E) and ( p) are A-R iok&, then (E) n ( p) is a A-R ideal. 
For a proof of Theorem 5.4 we refer to [2]. If A is a V(u)-space and 
(ci)'nA#a [and th ere ore f (E) is A-A], then ((c)p)*nA#O for every 
ZL E 9R (a). Because of this we have 
THEOREM 5.5. Zf A is a V(a)-space, then (CT) is a A-R (A-A) ideal if and 
only if (C)p is a A-R (A-A) id& for every pi%. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let A be an m-dimensionuZ subspace of SV(a); then 
(a) a composition series in SK (a) between (6) and (E) contains at most 
m+l A-AideaZsandatmostg-m+l A-Ridea&; 
(b) a composition series in SK (a) between (0) and (.C) which contains 
exactly m + 1 A-A ideals always contains Z(A), bgt not necessarily i(A); 
(c) a composition series in SK (a) between (0) and (E) which contains 
exactly g - m + 1 A-R ideals always contains i(A), but not necessarily Z(A). 
Proof. 
(a) Let X be a composition series between (0) and (E). Now choose in 
every A-A ideal (EJ # (6) of x an element 6 E An (EJ*. These 6 are 
mutually independent, and therefore the number of non-zero A-A ideals in 
x cannot surpass the dimension of A. For the number of A-R ideals, 
consider Al. 
04 If x [ see a ( )I contains m + 1 A-A ideals, then because every A-A ideal 
is contained in the A-A ideal Z(A), we have that Z(A) E x. Let a(x) = 
nq,,(x-q), E(x)=TI~=,(x-~~), &X)=(X-~), A=A(c,E). (B) is A-A. A 
composition series between (0) and (E) containing (b), ( fl) and (c)), however, 
does not contain i(A) = (CT). 
(c) APPlY @) to Al* n 
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DEFINITION 5.7. If X is the composition series in SK (a), 
(0) <(ZJ < *** <(i$-J <(i), 
then XL is the composition series in SK (a), 
(0)=(qL <(Gg_JL < a” <(i# <(iy -(i). 
DEFINITION 5.8. Let A be an m-dime_nsional subspace of W(a). Then a 
composition series x in SK (a) between (0) and (E) is called a A-admissibb 
(A-A) chain if it contains m + 1 A-A ideals and one of these is i(A); x is 
called a A-regular (A-R) chain if AL is Al-A. A A-R and A-A chain is 
sometimes called a A-RA chain. 
THEOREM 5.9. If A is a subspace of SV(a), then A has at least one A-A 
chain, at least one A-R chain, and at least one A-RA chain. 
Proof. Let dimA= m, dimi(A)=m’. Because i(A) <Z(A), there is an 
ideal (EJ covered by Z(A) containing i(A). Let Ai= n A; then Z(A,) is 
A-A. Ai is (m - l)-dimensional, and i(A,) = i(A). Therefore we can proceed 
inductively to prove the first part of Theorem 5.9. The second part follows 
by considering A I. The third part is proved in [Z]. W 
DEFINITION 5.10. Given a subspace A of SV(a). Let ?& be a A-A chain 
with the property that only one A-NA ideal of Xi is covered by a A-A ideal; 
then we say that X, has the A-A order 1. If & is a A-R chain and the A I-A 
chain T has Al-A order 1, then we say that X, has the A-R order 1. 
For a subspace of dimension m (1 < m < g- l), it is in general very 
difficult to describe the set of (N)R(N)A ideals. However, for a ( g- l)- 
dimensional subspace A that is the orthogonal complement of the l-dimen- 
sional subspace A*, our task is easier. 
THEOREM 5.11. Zf A is a (g- l)-dimen.sional subspace of SV(a), Z(A) = 
(q, then the only A-NA id&s are the ideals which are not contained in 
i(A), but still are contained in an ideal which covers i(A). ~Y~JJ only A-R 
ideals are i(A) and Z(A). 
Every composition series in SK(a) between (0) and (8) which contains 
i(A) is a A-RA chain of A-A order (= A-R order) 1. 
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Proof. Because of Theorem 5.4 we have that every ideal contained in a 
i(A)-covering ideal, but not in i(A) itself, is A-NA [every ideal that covers 
the A-RA ideal i(A) is A-NA]. Every ideal contained in i(A) is A-A. Now 
consider an ideal (z) > i(A) and not contained in any i(A)-covering ideal. 
An(G) is (m-l)& mensional if dim(G) = m. But A n (i?) cannot be con- 
tained in any maximal ideal of (ii), because then A II (&‘) would be equal to 
that ideal; therefore Z(A n (a)) = (Z). By considering AL we see that i(A) 
and Z (A) are the only A-R ideals, and the last part is immediate. n 
DEFINITION 5.12. Suppose two subspaces A, and A, of SV(a) have the 
property that every ideal (G) is A,-A if and only if it is As-A; then A1 and As 
are called comparable. 
COROLLARY 5.13 (of Theorem 5.11). Two ( g - l)-&nen.skmuZ subspaces 
A, and A, are comparable if and only if i(A,) = i(A,). 
We use comparability of subspaces in [4]. There we also use the next 
theorem; for a proof we refer to [2]. 
THEOREM 5.14. Zf A, and A, are comparable subspaces of SV(a), then 
(a) i(A,)= i(A,) and Z(A,)=Z(A,); 
(b) dimA,=dimA,; 
(c) IA:1 = IAL% 
(d) A,I and A: are comparable; 
(e) if A, and A, are V(a)-spaces, then ](%(AJ)*] = I(%(Az))*j. 
DEFINITION 5.15. Let A, and A, be two subspaces of SV(a); then A, 
and A, are called strongly comparable if there is a ME* such that 
VA, = A,. 
Clearly, if A, and A, are two strongly comparable subspaces of SV(a), 
then A1 and As are comparable and A: and A: are strongly comparable. 
THEOREM 5.16. Zf A, and A, are (g- l)-dimmsionul subspaces of 
SV(a), i(A,)=i(AJ and Z(AJ=Z(A,)=(q, then A, and A, are strongly 
comparable. Zf Al =A(&) (i=1,2), then [~r:‘Ys]A,=As. 
Proof. [(Yr:(Ya]A(cYs)=A((YJ. n 
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6. THE STABILIZER OF A SUBSPACE 
First, an evident lemma. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let A, and A, be subspaces of W(a), and for &,&E(E)*, 
let &A, = &A, = A,. Supose for some yl, yz E SGF( q) we have y1 & + yz & 
E(E)*; thn {Y&+YzPz)~l=&. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let A be a subspace of SV(a); then the stabilizer of A 
is the set 
REMARK 6.3. According to Lemma 6.1, for every subspace A of SV(a), 
the set SD (A) consists of the units of a cert_ain subspace. The set S of all 
GESV(~) such that zA=A is S=SD(A)+(O):Z(A). Moreover, SD(A) is a 
subgroup of (q* and SD (A) = SD (A’). 
Because A always has a A-A chain, it is always possible to find a set of 
independent vectors Gi, &. . . , Zt such that A = A( i (A), ‘Yi, is,. . . , Gt) and 
i(A)<(ai)<(as)< .a* < (a,). This last condition implies 
An((Yi)=A(i(A),zi,& ,..., Gi) (i=l,2 ,..., t). 
THEOREM 6.4. ZfA=A(i(A),G,,(Y2 ,..., &) is a subspace ofSV(a) and 
i(A) <(Ly1) <(Z2) < * * * C(K), 
then f3r the set 
D= ~~rA(i(A):(G~),~i:&4:o;,..,&:&)* 
we have D = SD (A). 
Proof. Of course, D c SD(A). To prove SD (A) c D, consider a Cpe 
SD (A), Then @A( i (A), (Yi) = A( i(A), Gi) (see the last remark before Theorem 
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6.4). Therefore we have, for_appropriately_chosen x, and x2 in i(A) and a 
and P in SGF(q), $7(X, + a’YJ = X, + &Tr, and this implies 
,~A(i(ll):(&),E)*. P roceeding this way, one can prove, by induction, that 
SD (A) c D, and hence D = SD (A) (see also [2]). n 
THEOREM 6.5. Zf A is a mbspace of W(a) and A has a A-A chain of 
A-A order 1 or A has a A-R chain of A-R order 1, then 
SD(A)=A(i(A):Z(A),.C)*. 
Proof. Let A have a A-A chain of A-A order 1, and in Theorem 6.4 let 
the ideals (&) (i=l,2,..., t) be the A-A ideals not contained in i(A), Then 
(4) is covered by ((Yi+r) for i=1,2,...,t-1. Now apply Theorem 6.4, and 
consider 
Suppose that_ CT~ : ii2 _E A( i(A) : (cl), .Q then there is a r E SGIJq) such that 
E,:$= @+X with x~i(A): (cTJ\{O}), and hence we have Xl=s5,- C&E 
[i(A):(~J]~(Q\{O}nA. B ecause (us) covers (z,), we see that [i(A) : ( fil)] * 
(if&) covers i(A). Because (X,) is admissible, we have xl E i(A), which implies 
the contradiction +rEs E(E,); here ~#0, because otherwise we would have 
Ei, E i(A). Therefore 




which easily yields the first part of Theorem 6.5. If A has a A-R chain of A-R 
order 1, then A1 has a Al-A chain of AI-A order 1. Therefore 
SD(A)=SD(Al)-A(i(AL):Z(AL),~)*=A(i(A):Z(A),~)*. n 
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COROLLARY 6.6. If A is a ( g - 1)-dimensional subspace of SV( a) and A 
is not an i&al, then SD(A)=A(i(h),q*. 
Of course, Corollary 6.6 can also be proved by considering Al. 
For the construction of SD(A) based on Theorem 6.4 or 6.5, we have to 
consider a A-A (or a A-R) chain. This, however, is not always necessary. Let 
A be a subspace of SV( a) such that A = A, + A, + * * * + A, and I (Ai) n A = 
Ai (i=1,2,..., s). Then clearly 
SD (A) = SD (A,) n SD (As) n . . . n SD (As), 
and therefore, because of Theorem 6.5, we have 
LEMMA 6.7. If A is a subs-pace of SV( a) and for A = A( i (A), En.. . , &) 
we have 
(&)nA=A(i(A),G) (i=1,2 ,..., t), 
then 
SD(A)= iiIA(i(A):(Zi),i)*. 
Lemma 6.7 covers the important case that SV(a) is a semisimple algebra, 
for in [2] the following lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 6.8. Let SV(a) be semisimple; then for every subspace of SV(a) 
there are elements ‘Ye, CT~, . . . , & in SV( a) such that 
A-A(i(A),Z,& ,..., Et) 
and 
((Yi)nA=A(i(A),&) (i=1,2 ,..., t), 
and therefore 
SD (A> = ifJl A( i(A) : (4) E)*. 
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REMARK 6.9. In 1938 Singer used the ( g - l)-dimensional subspaces of a 
V(a), with a(r) irreducible over GF(q), to construct a well-known class of 
difference sets (see [l]). An essential part of a proof of this fact is that, in this 
case, we have for every ( g - 1)-dimensional subspace A, SD(A) = {E}, a fact 
we established in a more general context in Corollary 6.6 (see also Definition 
7.1). If a(x) is reducible over GF(q), then the theory is more complex, as we 
tried to show, and it is not to be expected that we can construct more 
difference sets in this way. However, it is still possible to construct so-called 
partial difference sets. This is done in [2] and [4]. There, extensive use is 
made of the sets SD(An (z)), w h ere A is a ( g - l)-dimensional subspace of 
V(a) and (E) runs through the A-A ideals of V(a). 
7. THE RESTRICTION OF V(a)-SPACES 
Because the underlying structure of SV(a) gives a more complete insight 
into the properties of the multiplications, we give the following definition 
with aid of SV(u). 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let A and A, be subspaces of V(a); then 
(a) the orthogonal curnplement of A in V(a) is ?X(G(A)l); 
(b) an ideal (E) of SV(u) is called A-(non)udmissible if (c) is & (A)-(non) 
admissible; an ideal ( p) of V(a) is called A-(non)udmissibZe if & (( p)) is 
G (A)-(non)admissible. The same applies to (non)regularity. 
(c) A and A, are called (strongly) comparable if &(A) and G (AJ are 
(strongly) comparable; A and A, are called V(u)-stmngZy compurubb if there 
is a unit Q in V(u) such that A, = VA; 
(d) the stabilizer o(A) of A is the set %(SD(&(A))). 
If A is a subspace of V(u) and (if) is a A-A ideal of SV(u) which is not a 
V(u)-space, then An (c)*=0 in V(u) (see Corollary 2.4.5). However, and 
this is an interesting but complicating factor, even if (E) is a A-A ideal in 
V(u), then we do not necessarily have (E) * n A # 0 in V(u). For example, let 
q=2, u(x)=X+(x)$-(X), with $x)=x2+x+1 and &~)=n:+l. Then con- 
sider A( c, p). A( ??, p) contains four elements, none of which is a unit, but 
Z(A(~,p))=(~). This situati on, however, is an extreme one in a certain sense 
because of the following lemmas. 
Applying the same method as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, we have 
LEMMA 7.2. Zf, for the number s of maximal io!euZ.s in V(u), s <q, then 
A n (CT)* # 0 fix evmy subspuce A of V(u) and every A-A ideal (@) of V(u). 
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COROLLARY 7.3. If q > g, then for evey subspace A of V(a) and every 
A-A ideal (ii) of V(a), we have RII(~*#~. 
LEMMA 7.4. Under the condition of Lemma 7.2, two strongly compar- 
able subspaces of V(a) are V(a)-strongly comparable. 
Proof. Let A, and A, be the considered subspaces. Then there is a unit 
5 in W(a) such that & (A,) = f& (As). Now 
is a V(a)-space if pi,k,. . . , H are ah the elements of TR(a) and Z(I) = (f). 
Because of Lemma 7.2, we have (E)* n %(I’) # 0 in V(a), which proves that 
there is a unit fl in V(a) such that A, = PAZ. n 
LEMMA 7.5. If A, and A, are (g-1)-dimensional subspaces of V(a), 
Z(A1)=Z(A,)=(C) and i(AJ=i(A,), then A, and A, are V(a)-strongly 
comparable. 
Proof. Let Al = A($; then A(&) is, according to Lemma 3.4, a sub- 
space of V(a). Hence we can choose 4 in V(a), and because 4 E (i (AJ I)*, -- 
there is a unit FE V(a) such that a,q = &, and hence A, = <As.. W 
8. EXAMPLES 
Let E(X) _= x; then-we take the vectors of the natural basis in the following 
order E g-i,@+ , . . . , (‘,E. Unless otherwise stated, we take the coordinates of 
all vectors with respect to the natural basis. The examples given are not very 
detailed. For more details see [2]. 
EXAMPLE 8.1. Let a(x)=(x4+x+1)(x2+X+1)=x6+x5+x4+x3+1 
over GF(2). Both factors are irreducible over GF(2). If we have x4 + x + 1 = 
nq_ i( x + q) and x2 + x + 1= (x + a5)( x + a6) over S GF(2) = GF( 16), then 
according to Sec. 2.5 and Lemma 2.3.1, and using 9lL(a), we find that the 
following vectors form the ideal basis of SV(a): e = (4 + CY,, C$ + 
q,,l,a$a~,~yu+l) for u=l,2,3,4 and ~=(1,cu,+l,O,l,(~,,q,+l) for u= 
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5,6. The main basis consists of the following vectors: 
rqO=(o,l,o,o,l,o), a;~O=(l,O,O,l,O,O), 
According to Sec. 3, A(.?) J_ = l?r has a basis consisting of the following vectors 
(the first coordinates are with respect to the ideal basis and the second with 
respect to the natural basis): 
~pO=(l,l,l,l,o,o)=(o,l,o,o,l,o); 
01 -lsO = (al, CQ, as, aq, 0,o) = (l,O, 0, l,O,O); 
~Q~=(a~,a~,(r,2,~~,0,0)=(1,1,0,0,0,1) 
f7~0=(o,o,o,o,1,1)=(o,1,0,0,1,1); 
$O+ +o= (“~,“23,(Y33,(Y43,(Ys,(Yg)=(l,l,l,l,0,1). 
Let A be the subspace of all vectors cu such that either a=0 or 0 < 
degree Z(x) < 4. Clearly, I(A) = (.?), and because every ideal other than the 
zero ideal contains vectors p with degree&x) = 5, we find i(A) = (0). There- 
fore (see Theorem 5.16) the spaces A and l?r are strongly comparable. Let 
7A = rr; then we find 7 = (O,O, 0, l., LO). Therefore A = Al(y) (see Theorem 
5.16). 
EXAMPLE 8.2. Let a(x) = x2(x +_s)~ over GF(q), s#O. The only A-A (and 
A-R) ideals of A = A( 5: + -’ 3 r2, E are (0), (f: + ?i) and (.$ Therefore A has no 
A-A or A-R chain of order 1. According to Theorem 6.4, 
and therefore D(A) = A*. 
EXAMPLE 8.3. Let a(x) = x(x+ s)~ over GF(q), s#O. The only A-A 
ideals of A = A( ?f + T:, c) are (o), (7;) and (E), and therefore A has no A-A 
chain of order 1. However, the composition series containing the A-R ideals 
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(@, (Q and (-1 E is a A-R chain of A-R order 1, and therefore D(R)=A(C)* 
(see Theorem 6.5). Note that (ai) is also a A-R ideal. 
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